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Summary
Due to its excellent lateral stiffness and space flexibility, the frame-core wall structures are widely
applied in super high-rise buildings. Energy dissipation technology can be applied in tall buildings
to reduce the seismic responses of main structures and realize optimal structural design for the
main structure. As an effective energy dissipation device, viscous damper can generate damping
force by viscosity effects of the viscous liquid. Due to its velocity-dependent nature, viscous
dampers can be applied to dissipate seismic energy under different earthquake levels, even
frequent earthquake with small seismic responses. The number of viscous dampers in certain
project is commonly limited due to budget constraint, and it is always desirable that the viscous
dampers are to be installed in those places which can maximize the energy dissipation during
earthquake. Story drift was employed as an index for the optimal placement of viscous dampers in
current tall building design practices in China. This study proposed to use grid shear velocity
(GSV) as the index for the optimal placement of viscous dampers. The GSV is better than story
drift in two aspects: one is that the GSV reflects the velocity-dependent nature of the viscous
damper, the other is that the rigid body velocity component is excluded. An optimal viscous
damper placement method was developed based on GSV in this study. A 10 floor frame structure
and a super tall building located in high seismicity area were employed as examples to show the
effectiveness of the proposed GSV method. The results show that the optimal viscous placements
obtained by the proposed GSV method match well with the theoretically best placements which
can maximize the energy dissipation. The proposed GSV method can be generally applied for the
optimal placement of viscous dampers in super tall buildings.
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1 Introduction
The last decade has witnessed the increase of building height and more complicated building
shape of the super high-rise buildings all over the world. Structural engineers are confronted with
huge challenges for the irregularities induced by the super building height and special building
shape. Especially for those super tall buildings in seismic prone area, special measures are needed
for improve the seismic performance of the super tall buildings. Energy dissipation system is
widely applied in the design of high-rise buildings. Featuring good energy dissipation capacity,
low environmental impact, long service life and etc, viscous dampers can generate damping
forces by velocity-dependent viscosity effects of the viscous liquid under different earthquake
levels [1] [2].
In practical viscous dampers design, a lot of design codes have been put forward in China and
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